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This is Newark!

PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION & INFORMATION

Gateway Design Initiative

Proposed Gateway ApplicationsGateway & Infrastructure Relationships

Proposal

Gateway & Infrastructure Applications

     The city we know is not in need of re-definement, displaced 
interventions or situated monuments. Newark wants to be 
celebrated culturally, socially and historically. We propose a 
socially and environmentally conscious  luminous system celebrat-
ing Newark’s highways, bridges, local streets, train stations, 
neighborhoods and most importantly, it’s people, with intensified 
visual and spatial phosphorescent applications. The proposed 
minimal interventions celebrate points of arrival to Newark by way 
of explicit way-finding/directional signage at an urban scale, but 
also celebrating each of Newark’s  neighborhoods and its people 
with participatory, personal engagement at a human scale. 
     This non-toxic, water based phosphorescent material intensifies 
with duration of exposure to sunlight, headlights and/or street 
lights converting each site of application into variable performative 
thresholds. Performative not just in terms of material logic, but also 
as socially and culturally driven applications. These multi-faceted 
luminous interventions will in multiple ways, intensify all gateways 
and ultimately, display to all how Newark Resonates. 

Highway Off-ramps

Proposed Gateway Network

Bridge Crossings

Local Street Crossings

Train & Subway Stations

Upper VailsburgUV
Lower VailsburgLV
Upper RosevilleUR
Lower RosevilleLV
FairmountF
West SideWS
Upper Clinton HillUC
Lower Clinton HillLC
WeequahicW
DaytonD
Newark AirportEWR
South Broad StreetSB
North IronboundNI
South IronboundSI
Springfield BelmontSBT
Central Business DistrictCBD
University HeightsUH
Seventh AvenueSA
Mt. Pleasant / Lower BroadwayMP
Forest HillFH
North BroadwayNB
Newark BayNKB
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This is Newark!

PROPOSAL RENDERING: Local Street Crossings

Gateway Design Initiative

Site #49: Mount Prospect Avenue & Tiffany Boulevard
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This is Newark!

PROPOSAL RENDERING: Highway Off-Ramps

Gateway Design Initiative

Site #5: Route 280 & Martin Luther King Boulevard 
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     Super Phosphorescent Paint is an industrial strength 
line of luminous paints suitable for many forms  of 
applications. These premium paints, made specially with 
Strontium, have the potential to glow 12 hours depending 
on the duration of daylight/light exposure.
     In order to achieve maximum effect, a white undercoat 
is applied. Upon which, the luminous layer is topped with 
an overcoat, protecting the phosphorescent layer. This will 
ultimately increase brightness, lengthen glowing time and 
protect the application from outdoor conditions.

     This water-based, non-toxic product is available in (3) 
pre-mixed colors with (8) available color kits:

 White
 Base coat color visible during daylight  
 conditions.

 Yellow-Green
 Appears white, glows invisible yellow-green

 Turquoise
 Appears white, glows invisible turquoise.

 Blue
 Appears white, glows invisible blue.

     The product is available in several sizes. A 5 gallon 
drum of this phosphorescent paint may be budgeted for 
$1,500. This luminous material is applied similar to paint 
products providing an environmentally responsible, 
performative and spectacular condition.
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This is Newark!

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION: Local Street Crossings

Gateway Design Initiative

Super Phosporescent Paint Information Key Application Diagram: Local Street Crossings

Site #49: Mount Prospect Avenue & Tiffany Boulevard
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Restore Green
Restore once tree lined streets to their original vegetated stature.

Celebrate Neighborhoods
Luminous system celebrates both arrival into City of Newark and also the 
corresponding neighborhood.

Application Template & Guidelines
Preparation and installation is controlled by a 4” tartan grid with 2” spacers 
guiding both explicit gateway signage or pixelated fields. 

Macro Urban Pixel
The macro aggregate of the luminous system serves as the major pixel element 
of the neighborhood way-finding/directional signage. Finished in white and 
visible during the day, operates as the macro or urban component in large, city 
scale clearly visible from a car’s point of view. City driven.

Micro Community Pixel
The micro aggregate operates as the phosphorescent micro or community 
component in smaller, human scale. Due to its scale and orientation, an intimate, 
personal dialogue is achieved with local pedestrians. Neighborhood driven.

Social Component 
The micro aggregate is driven by each respective neighborhood, its schools, 
residents and organizations. A distributed template allows for personalized 
messages. Social collaboration is encouraged leading to community gatherings 
and unity. Upon which, the efforts are celebrated with glowing, luminous 
gateways.  

Performative Road Element
System provides for strategic road markings, which once driven over, communi-
cate distinct luminous conditions.
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This is Newark!

PROPOSED APPLICATION: Highway Off-Ramps

Gateway Design Initiative

Stewardship/Sponsorship Opportunities Key Application Diagram: Highway Off-Ramps

Site #5: Route 280 & Martin Luther King Boulevard
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Green
Simple. Plant more trees.

Greener
Plant even more. 

Luminosity as Surface
Phosphorescent painted surfaces perform as explicit signage elements providing 
both directional/way-finding information and messages, with differing daylight 
and nightime effects. Sidewalk conditions may also simultaneously be activated.

Luminosity as Aggregate
Luminous Aggregates or “pixels” perform as ambient pixelated fields or explicit 
signage elements celebrating one’s entry into Newark’s 22 differing neighbor-
hoods. 

Qualitative/Quantitative Performance
Luminous pixels may be interpreted in varying degrees dependent on both 
pixel’s exposure to light and highway traveler’s rate of speed.

Highway Barrier & Retaining Walls Re-defined
Barriers are to be painted gray to provide a background for the array of luminous 
pixels. Plantern-like appendages may be mounted on existing barriers to provide 
continous planting surfaces.

Highway Barrier Re-developed
Using typical barrier construction as a template, “Jersey barriers” may be 
re-developed to include planting basins.

Potentials for Stewardship and Sponsorship
Newark based non-profit, educational, corporate and commercial entities may 
use gateway elements to provide and generate funding. 
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